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The Slippery Slope of Healthcare Feb 25 2022 Dr. Steven Kussin, physician and a pioneer in the Shared Decision
movement, takes readers through the steps of how to avoid the many pitfalls of unnecessary and sometimes even
dangerous medical care. The American healthcare system is subsidized by its services to healthy people. The goal as
it is for any business is to encourage people to become consumers by creating an emotionally-fueled demand for
things that are suddenly and urgently needed. It’s hard to make healthy people well; it’s easy to make them sick.
Under the goal to make you even healthier, the medical industry identifies and encourages investigations and
preventive technologies for ‘problems’ unlikely to occur, unlikely to harm, unlikely to benefit from testing, and,
once diagnosed, unlikely to benefit from treatment. Profitable services go on indefinitely for those who are young
and well. For the health care industry being in good health is not just the best way to live; good health is also the
slowest way to die. Many people find themselves on what the author calls the Slippery Slope, experiencing a
cascade of escalating misfortunes produced by more tests with incrementally greater risk, expense, and fewer
benefits. Many people, who, in the attempt to improve what is already just fine, unquestioningly pay an immediate
and visible price for what are distant, invisible, and uncertain benefits. The central starting point for initiating a
Slippery Slope adventure can be the first blood test, the first screening test, the first x-ray, the first pill, or the first
diagnosis that’s accepted by unwitting and trusting consumers. The bottom of the Slippery Slope is occupied by
those previously well but who now are damaged, and by others who suffered needless unscheduled deaths.
America’s famed consumer skepticism when judging retail products is curiously and dangerously absent in their
interactions within the healthcare system. Here, Steven Kussin offers strategies that give readers knowledge and
power by offering unique perspectives, information, and resources. He confronts the mighty forces arrayed against
health care consumers and helps readers learn to identify them themselves. The power of money, the authority of
science, the stature of physicians, the lure of elective health ‘improvements’, the promise of technology, and the
pitch perfect, perfect pitches of televised ads all conspire to push people in directions that are often at odds with their
stated priorities and interests. This book is dedicated to one lesson: The view from atop the Slope, before making a
health care decision, is better than the view from the bottom, after having made a bad one.
How to Slowly Kill Yourself and Others in America Aug 10 2020 A New York Times Notable Book A revised
collection with thirteen essays, including six new to this edition and seven from the original edition, by the “star in
the American literary firmament, with a voice that is courageous, honest, loving, and singularly beautiful” (NPR).
Brilliant and uncompromising, piercing and funny, How to Slowly Kill Yourself and Others in America is essential
reading. This new edition of award-winning author Kiese Laymon’s first work of nonfiction looks inward, drawing
heavily on the author and his family’s experiences, while simultaneously examining the world—Mississippi, the
South, the United States—that has shaped their lives. With subjects that range from an interview with his mother to
reflections on Ole Miss football, Outkast, and the labor of Black women, these thirteen insightful essays highlight

Laymon’s profound love of language and his artful rendering of experience, trumpeting why he is “simply one of the
most talented writers in America” (New York magazine).
Venomous Speech: Problems with American Political Discourse on the Right and Left [2 volumes] May 19 2021 Is
much of the current dysfunction in our political system attributable to the problematic discourse of politicians,
pundits, and journalists? These authors on legal and political discourse say yes.
Policing in America Mar 05 2020 This comprehensive text provides an overview of law enforcement topics,
integrating major empirical findings and theory-based research findings in the field with a thorough analysis of
contemporary policing problems. The issues-oriented discussion focuses on critical concerns facing American
police, including personnel systems, organization and management, operations, discretion, use of force, culture and
behavior, ethics and deviance, civil liability and police-community relations. A critical assessment of police history
and the role politics played in the development of American police institutions is offered. Globalization, terrorism
and homeland security are addressed. Video and Internet links provide additional coverage of topics discussed in the
text. Companion mobile app, Policing In America: Exam Cram, won the 2012 PROSE Award for Best eProduct in
Social Sciences from the Association of American Publishers Video links provide additional coverage of topics
discussed in the text Key concepts, Internet links, charts and tables support the text throughout Equipped with a
superior ancillary package, which includes 30 minutes of streaming video
Culture of Death Dec 14 2020 In this book, Wesley Smith goes behind the scenes of our health care system to show
how a new, self-proclaimed elite of bioethicists threaten patient welfare by undermining the Hippocratic Oath.
Sick to Debt Nov 12 2020 An informed argument for reworking the broken market†‘based U.S. healthcare system by
making cost and quality more transparent The United States has the most expensive healthcare system in the world.
While policy makers have argued over who is at fault for this, the system has been quietly moving toward
high†‘deductible insurance plans that require patients to pay large amounts out of pocket before insurance kicks in.
The idea behind this shift is that patients will become better consumers of healthcare when forced to pay for their
medical expenses. Laying bare the perils of the current situation, Peter A. Ubel—a physician and behavioral
scientist—notes that even when patients have time to shop around, healthcare costs remain largely opaque, difficult
to access, and hard to compare. Arguing for a middle path between a market†‘based and a completely free system,
Ubel envisions more transparent, smarter healthcare plans that tie the prices of treatments to the value they provide
so that people can afford to receive the care they deserve.
Everybody Wants to Go to Heaven but Nobody Wants to Die Sep 03 2022 An incisive examination of bioethics and
American healthcare, and their profound affects on American culture over the last sixty years, from two eminent
scholars. An eye-opening look at the inevitable moral choices that come along with tremendous medical progress,
Everybody Wants to Go to Heaven but Nobody Wants to Die is a primer for all Americans to talk more honestly
about health care. Beginning in the 1950s when doctors still paid house calls but regularly withheld the truth from
their patients, Amy Gutmann and Jonathan D. Moreno explore an unprecedented revolution in health care and
explain the problem with America’s wanting everything that medical science has to offer without debating its merits
and its limits. The result: Americans today pay far more for health care while having among the lowest life
expectancies and highest infant mortality of any affluent nation. Gutmann and Moreno—“incisive, influential, and
pragmatic thinkers” (Arthur Caplan)—demonstrate that the stakes have never been higher for prolonging and
improving life. From health care reform and death-with-dignity to child vaccinations and gene editing, they explain
how bioethics came to dominate the national spotlight, leading and responding to a revolution in doctor-patient
relations, a burgeoning world of organ transplants, and new reproductive technologies that benefit millions but
create a host of legal and ethical challenges. With striking examples, the authors show how breakthroughs in cancer
research, infectious disease, and drug development provide Americans with exciting new alternatives, yet often
painful choices. They address head-on the most fundamental challenges in American health care: Why do we pay so
much for health care while still lacking universal coverage? How can medical studies adequately protect individuals
who volunteer for them? What’s fair when it comes to allocating organs for transplants in truly life-and-death
situations? A lucid and provocative blend of history and public policy, this urgent work exposes the American
paradox of wanting to have it all without paying the price.
Is Your Health Care Killing You? May 07 2020 Our health care is killing us-literally and figuratively-with an outof-control bureaucracy, massive inefficiency, thousands of preventable medical errors, an unabated profit motive,
and our own complacency. It seems as though it will only get worse before it gets better. We must become more
educated and involved as consumers, not only to optimize the benefits of medicine but also to avoid harm from those
who regulate it and those who administer it.
Consumerism and Value Creation in American Healthcare Mar 29 2022 What makes our healthcare system
better? What makes it worse?Gary Fradin explores these issues in Consumerism and Value Creation in American
Healthcare. He shows that employer based financing and various tax and subsidy programs decrease system value by
adding costs without improving health.Supply side reforms aimed at changing physician behavior, he argues, never

seem to achieve their desired results.But programs that teach consumers how to choose a hospital, a treatment or a
test - and perhaps even more importantly, how to talk to their doctors wisely - can add tremendous value.Learn how
appropriate consumer education can revolutionize our system, improve patient outcomes, decrease patient risks and
lower overall system costs.
Sultz & Young's Health Care USA Aug 29 2019 Health Care USA, Ninth Edition offers students of health
administration, public health, medicine, and related fields a wide-ranging overview of America’s health care system.
Combining historical perspective with analysis of current trends, this expanded edition charts the evolution of
modern American health care, providing a complete examination of its organization and delivery while offering
critical insight into the issues that the U.S. health system faces today.
To Err Is Human Oct 04 2022 Experts estimate that as many as 98,000 people die in any given year from medical
errors that occur in hospitals. That's more than die from motor vehicle accidents, breast cancer, or AIDSâ€"three
causes that receive far more public attention. Indeed, more people die annually from medication errors than from
workplace injuries. Add the financial cost to the human tragedy, and medical error easily rises to the top ranks of
urgent, widespread public problems. To Err Is Human breaks the silence that has surrounded medical errors and their
consequenceâ€"but not by pointing fingers at caring health care professionals who make honest mistakes. After all,
to err is human. Instead, this book sets forth a national agendaâ€"with state and local implicationsâ€"for reducing
medical errors and improving patient safety through the design of a safer health system. This volume reveals the
often startling statistics of medical error and the disparity between the incidence of error and public perception of it,
given many patients' expectations that the medical profession always performs perfectly. A careful examination is
made of how the surrounding forces of legislation, regulation, and market activity influence the quality of care
provided by health care organizations and then looks at their handling of medical mistakes. Using a detailed case
study, the book reviews the current understanding of why these mistakes happen. A key theme is that legitimate
liability concerns discourage reporting of errorsâ€"which begs the question, "How can we learn from our mistakes?"
Balancing regulatory versus market-based initiatives and public versus private efforts, the Institute of Medicine
presents wide-ranging recommendations for improving patient safety, in the areas of leadership, improved data
collection and analysis, and development of effective systems at the level of direct patient care. To Err Is Human
asserts that the problem is not bad people in health careâ€"it is that good people are working in bad systems that
need to be made safer. Comprehensive and straightforward, this book offers a clear prescription for raising the level
of patient safety in American health care. It also explains how patients themselves can influence the quality of care
that they receive once they check into the hospital. This book will be vitally important to federal, state, and local
health policy makers and regulators, health professional licensing officials, hospital administrators, medical
educators and students, health caregivers, health journalists, patient advocatesâ€"as well as patients themselves. First
in a series of publications from the Quality of Health Care in America, a project initiated by the Institute of Medicine
Handbook of Death and Dying Apr 05 2020 Review: "More than 100 scholars contributed to this carefully
researched, well-organized, informative, and multi-disciplinary source on death studies. Volume 1, "The Presence of
Death," examines the cultural, historical, and societal frameworks of death, such as the universal fear of death,
spirituality and varioius religions, the legal definition of death, suicide, and capital punishment. Volume 2, "The
Response to Death," covers such topics as rites and ceremonies, grief and bereavement, and legal matters after
death."--"The Top 20 Reference Titles of the Year," American Libraries, May 2004.
Engineering Solutions to America's Healthcare Challenges May 31 2022 Engineering Solutions to America’s
Healthcare Challenges covers the technologies, systems, and processes that are emerging in hospitals, clinics,
community centers, universities, and the White House to repair healthcare in the United States. Focusing on the
importance of individuals being proactive about their own state of health, it presents a systems approach to changing
the way healthcare professionals do business and take care of their patients. Written by a leading government and
private sector consultant with more than a decade of experience as an industrial engineer, the book features
interviews with leading industry experts, both domestic and international. Describing how industrial engineering
practices are shaping healthcare, it explains why systems thinking must be the foundation for every aspect of
healthcare. The book presents proven Lean and Six Sigma tools that can help any healthcare organization begin
making operational improvements that result in a better quality of care for patients—all while reducing and even
eliminating the waste of time, money, and human resources. These solutions include implementing Six Sigma in
emergency rooms, 5S in accounting for medical inventory, using Theory of Constraints to form a plan for shortening
the length of stay in hospitals, how informatics are used to aggregate and benchmark sensitive data, and design of
experiments to recruit and retain the best healthcare talent. The book illustrates the most common factors involved
with successful Six Sigma projects in healthcare organizations and considers the implications of a rapidly growing
medical tourism industry. It addresses the role of insurance on healthcare improvement and also previews some of
the most fascinating technological advances currently in development. It also offers examples and analysis of The
Institute of Medicine's six aims for healthcare: safety, effectiveness, efficiency, timeliness, family-centered focus,

and equity.
The State of the American Mind: Stupor and Pathetic Docility Jul 21 2021 This book, The State of the American
Mind: Stupor and Pathetic Docility Volume One begins to unravel some of the most obvious, perplexing,
embarrassing and enduring problems and contradictions of American history and sociology, viz., how could the
American revolution that started with the most ringing and most inspiring Declarations of human equality in world
history end up establishing the most vicious, exploitative society the world ever knew Black chattel slavery and only
ten percent white enfranchisement, etc. Further, how could men of such great wisdom and intellect like George
Washington, James Madison, Thomas Jefferson, and others who were Enlightenment scholars and clearly knew that
slavery was despicable and evil, because they had variously experienced white servitude and slavery themselves,
collude to establish and institutionalize the horrible system of Negro chattel slavery in America; and also
disenfranchised over 90 percent of people of their own race actions that racism could not explain. The
structural/institutional slavery system they established, and the resultant consequent racism hobbles America today
as it did in the past, and forced Eric Holder, the Attorney General to declare that, America is a nation of cowards,
when it comes to race discussions. Thus, this book starts with serious critical discussions of race in America and
reveals what no textbook has ever done, viz., that most early American whites and Blacks were slaves an
uncomfortable fact that would shock most Americans because it contradicts the orthodoxy or the dominant narrative
that only Blacks were brought here in chains. Further, the book also shows the year Black slavery started something
almost, all textbooks got wrong. It also shows who, was the fi rst Black slave in America something no textbook
ever mentions. It also shows when and how racism started in America and many other very sensitive and
embarrassing but necessary issues that America avoids but must be frankly discussed for America to move forward.
This book therefore shatters the two dominant themes of Americas history and sociology that Blacks were brought
into America in chains as slaves while whites came to America in search of freedom, as Obama famously told us in
his race speech. Thus, the crowning lesson of this book, in addition to discussing some critical policy issues like
education, health care, etc., is that it discovers the centripetal force of the American society that eluded
contemporary Americans because American bosses have laboriously concealed the facts from the public the scary
but clearly healthy uniting fact that most Americans are united by their common ancestry, their universal history and
experience of servitude, bond-indentures and slavery. Nothing is more universal, more common and more shared in
American history and sociology than the fact that most of our ancestors, black and white, were servants, bondindentures and slaves who were dominated and super-exploited by few overlords. Colonial America was the
preferred dumping ground for British, outcasts, rejects, criminals, masterless class, vagabonds, bond-indentures,
slaves, etc., until 1776 when Australia replaced America as the British dump for its rejects and surplus citizens.
Thus, that America was a nation founded by British rejects and losers is inherently more rational than the prevailing
orthodoxy or the Obama theory of Americas founders that they were great honorable men who journeyed across the
ocean for freedom because of the obvious reason that good, powerful achieving citizens do not normally emigrate to
new uncharted lands.
COVID-19 Pandemic In America Sep 22 2021 The general consensus among a majority of social media platforms
is the Trump Administration, thus far, has done a very poor job, regarding the management of the SARSr-CoVSARS CoV-2 Human Coronavirus Pandemic in the United States. Many have charged President Donald Trump with
mismanagement of the COVID-19 Novel Virus; his leadership has been described many times as being a mixture of
incompetency, unpresidential decision-making, fantasy, conspiracy theories and social divisiveness driven by
intentional, systemic racism. When this novel virus made it to America in January 2020, President Donald Trump
called it a "Hoax", and he has maintained, publicly, it is not real; but privately, he knew from the outset, that
COVID-19 is deadly. By September 16, 2020, 196,908 American Lives have been lost. One of the main underlying
conditions of the "Hoax Thesis" is the Trump Administration's Blueprint, which is the central theme of this book.
Quietly, and without any "panic," the latter has managed the greatest transfer of wealth, from the public sector to the
private sector in American History. Initiating a Trade Tariff War against China, "ventilators" were excluded. As the
American death toll mounted, a hyper-market demand was created for this and other critical healthcare products.
Under the AirBridge Project, one round trip to China to bring back to America such commodities cost the American
Taxpayers $750,000! FEMA paid the bill. While this "Supply Chain" was operating behind the scenes, the Black
Lives Matter Movement Demonstrations erupted across America and the world-sparked by the George Floyd
Murder. It is passionately argued that social justice for African-Americans is best paid in the form of a $20 million
to$150 million Reparation payment for each descendant of African Slaves. This Reparation would make Police
Brutality Reform unnecessary. Interestingly, Joe Biden awarded $12 million to the Jewish Holocaust Survivors in
2015.
The Hidden History of American Healthcare Apr 29 2022 Popular progressive radio host and New York Times
bestselling author Thom Hartmann reveals how and why attempts to implement affordable universal healthcare in
the United States have been thwarted and what we can do to finally make it a reality. "For-profit health insurance is

the largest con job ever perpetrated on the American people—one that has cost trillions of dollars and millions of
lives since the 1940s,” says Thom Hartmann. Other countries have shown us that affordable universal healthcare is
not only possible but also effective and efficient. Taiwan's single-payer system saved the country a fortune as well as
saving lives during the coronavirus pandemic, enabling the country to implement a nationwide coronavirus test-andcontact-trace program without shutting down the economy. This resulted in just ten deaths, while more than 500,000
people have died in the United States. Hartmann offers a deep dive into the shameful history of American
healthcare, showing how greed, racism, and oligarchic corruption led to the current “sickness for profit” system.
Modern attempts to create versions of government healthcare have been hobbled at every turn, including
Obamacare. There is a simple solution: Medicare for all. Hartmann outlines the extraordinary benefits this system
would provide the American people and economy and the steps we need to take to make it a reality. It's time for
America to join every industrialized country in the world and make health a right, not a privilege.
Deaths of Despair and the Future of Capitalism Oct 12 2020 "This book documents the decline of white-working
class lives over the last half-century and examines the social and economic forces that have slowly made these lives
more difficult. Case and Deaton argue that market and political power in the United States have moved away from
labor towards capital--as unions have weakened and politics have become more favorable to business, corporations
have become more powerful. Consolidation in some American industries, healthcare especially, has brought an
increase in monopoly power in some product markets so that it is possible for firms to raise prices above what they
would be in a freely competitive market. This, the authors argue, is a major cause of wage stagnation among
working-class Americans and has played a substantial role in the increase in deaths of despair. [The authors] offer a
way forward, including ideas that, even in our current political situation, may be feasible and improve lives"-Dying of Whiteness Apr 17 2021 A physician reveals how right-wing backlash policies have mortal consequences -even for the white voters they promise to help Named one of the most anticipated books of 2019 by Esquire and the
Boston Globe In the era of Donald Trump, many lower- and middle-class white Americans are drawn to politicians
who pledge to make their lives great again. But as Dying of Whiteness shows, the policies that result actually place
white Americans at ever-greater risk of sickness and death. Physician Jonathan M. Metzl's quest to understand the
health implications of "backlash governance" leads him across America's heartland.Interviewing a range of everyday
Americans, he examines how racial resentment has fueled progun laws in Missouri, resistance to the Affordable
Care Act in Tennessee, and cuts to schools and social services in Kansas. And he shows these policies' costs:
increasing deaths by gun suicide, falling life expectancies, and rising dropout rates. White Americans, Metzl argues,
must reject the racial hierarchies that promise to aid them but in fact lead our nation to demise.
Solving America's Health Care Crisis Jan 27 2022
Water Cures: Drugs Kills Sep 10 2020 This 220 book contains 180 pages of letters from the readers who have
experienced radical improvement in their health after increasing their daily water intake. They are telling stories of
how you can benefit from this natural water cure and not to subject yourself to the invasive and toxic drug treatment.
Truth Jan 03 2020 As shattered fragments of a buried mirror may be cleaned and pieced together to portray a
reflection, so the book TRUTH clears away dirt and muck of untruth. The author fits shards of knowledge like
pieces of a puzzle to display what may be a very real reflection of ultimate high-level truth. In a search that has
spanned over five decades, there has been no agenda other than eliminating untruth to reveal a clear image of reality.
Pertinent facets of many, many sources have been inter-connected in the creation of this book: · The Bible, · Eastern
philosophy, · the Dead Sea scrolls, · the Nag Hammadi texts, · the archives of Edgar Cayce and Seth, · American
Indian Wisdom, · ancient Toltec knowledge, · science, physics, and quantum mechanics, · decades of magazine and
news articles, · and such modern thinkers, teachers, and writers as Rhonda Byrne, Depak Chopra, David Deutsch,
Brian Greene, Bruce Lipton, Eckhart Tolle, Neale Donald Walsch, and many others. TRUTH offers evidence that
awareness of certain knowledge may awaken humanity to our natural progression in spirit. Signs point to a path that
can bring us to merge in a collective consciousness where the oneness of all may be realized—where separate
beliefs, both spiritual and scientific, may coalesce and be transcended—where we may evolve to find our true nature
as nonviolent spiritual beings. When many signs point the same direction, who would follow the one that doesn’t?
When answers add up and make sense, why do so many believe things that don’t? TRUTH has been said to be
among the most informative, the most comprehensive books ever written and has even been called the “best book
ever …” This new second edition is vastly improved over the first. It includes a Preface with information about
where the book came from and why it was written. The new version also contains the results of more biblical
research and quotes, and many enhancements and additional details throughout.
The Cancer in the American Healthcare System Oct 24 2021 “Expecting Washington to fix healthcare is like waiting
for cancer to cure cancer.” – Dr. Deane Waldman A cancer is devouring the U.S. healthcare system. Is there a cure?
America: are you confused, scared … or mad as hell? Before you give up in disgust, read The Cancer in the
American Healthcare System. You’ll discover: * Why health care is both less affordable and much less available…
* Where all those trillions of “healthcare” dollars go… * Who the real bad guys are… * Why Obamacare can’t and

won’t help you… *How to regain control over your own health care… Praise for multiple award-winning The
Cancer in Healthcare (2012) “Easy, entertaining read, will make the Bad Guys squirm. Dr. Waldman’s style is lively
and lucid, and the book is packed with facts. It is not just another boring recital of platitudes. His real life examples
leave no doubt as to how absurd and sick the system is. …Read it an weep, laugh, or both.” – DR. JANE ORIENT,
FORMER PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS “This book is easy
… to understand, but does not lack real fact-based academic rigor. It is a fast fun read, that will help you get a better
understanding of the issues with the healthcare system iin the United States. Five stars.” – S. POWER, AMAZON
TOP 500 REVIEWER
Democracy in America? Sep 30 2019 America faces daunting problems—stagnant wages, high health care costs,
neglected schools, deteriorating public services. How did we get here? Through decades of dysfunctional
government. In Democracy in America? veteran political observers Benjamin I. Page and Martin Gilens marshal an
unprecedented array of evidence to show that while other countries have responded to a rapidly changing economy
by helping people who’ve been left behind, the United States has failed to do so. Instead, we have actually
exacerbated inequality, enriching corporations and the wealthy while leaving ordinary citizens to fend for
themselves. What’s the solution? More democracy. More opportunities for citizens to shape what their government
does. To repair our democracy, Page and Gilens argue, we must change the way we choose candidates and conduct
our elections, reform our governing institutions, and curb the power of money in politics. By doing so, we can
reduce polarization and gridlock, address pressing challenges, and enact policies that truly reflect the interests of
average Americans. Updated with new information, this book lays out a set of proposals that would boost citizen
participation, curb the power of money, and democratize the House and Senate.
The Dead American Dream Dec 26 2021 Master Sergeant William Cornett (United States Air Force) became yet
another countless victim of the Department of Defense (DoD) noncombat health care system in the fall of 2013. His
death was the direct result of unqualified people practicing medicine. Upon entering his provider's names through
the National Provider Identifier (NPI) registry, it was noticed the individuals that signed their credentials as doctors
were actually licensed as a student and a general practice dentist.
When Doctors Kill Oct 31 2019 It would come as no surprise that many readers may be shocked and intrigued by
the title of our book. Some (especially our medical colleagues) may wonder why it is even worthwhile to raise the
issue of killing by doctors. Killing is clearly an- thetical to the Art and Science of Medicine, which is geared toward
easing pain and suffering and to saving lives rather than smothering them. Doctors should be a source of comfort
rather than a cause for alarm. Nevertheless, although they often don’t want to admit it, doctors are people too.
Physicians have the same genetic library of both endearing qualities and character defects as the rest of us but their
vocation places them in a position to intimately interject themselves into the lives of other people. In most cases,
fortunately, the positive traits are dominant and doctors do more good than harm. While physicists and
mathematicians paved the road to the stars and deciphered the mysteries of the atom, they simultaneously unleashed
destructive powers that may one day bring about the annihilation of our planet. Concurrently, doctors and allied
scientists have delved into the deep secrets of the body and mind, mastering the anatomy and physiology of the
human body, even mapping the very molecules that make us who we are. But make no mistake, a person is not
simply an elegant b- logical machine to be marveled at then dissected.
Bearing Witness Mar 17 2021 In Bearing Witness, Courtney S. Campbell draws on his experience as a teacher,
scholar, and a bioethics consultant to propose an innovative interpretation of the significance of religious values and
traditions for bioethics and health care. The book offers a distinctive exposition of a covenantal ethic of giftresponse-responsibility-transformation that informs a quest for meaning in the profound choices that patients,
families, and professionals face in creating, sustaining, and ending life. Campbell's account of "bearing witness"
offers new understandings of formative ethical concepts, situates medicine as a calling and vocation rooted in
concepts of healing, affirms professional commitments of presence for suffering and dying persons, and presents a
prophetic critique of medical-assisted death. This book offers compelling critiques of secular models of medical
professionalism and of individualistic assumptions that distort the physician-patient relationship. This innovative
interpretation bears witness to the relevance of religious perspectives on an array of bioethical issues from new
reproductive technologies to genetics to debates over end-of-life ethics and bears witness against the oddities of a
market-oriented and consumerist vision of health care that is especially salient for an era of health-care reform.
Worst Case Bioethics Feb 13 2021 "Carefully reasoned, clearly articulated, and pulls no punches...Boldly tackles
the most contentious issues in bioethics and public policy....Worst Case Bioethics is certain to provoke strong
responses across disciplines and ideologies on issues of great importance."- Mark Rothstein, Journal of Legal
Medicine "Annas persuasively argues in Worst Case Bioethics that basing policy on extreme nightmare possibilities
leads to a distortion of fundamental ethical principles and legal protections." - Arthur L. Caplan, The Lancet "Worst
Case Bioethics offers a valuable consideration of how public health policy is sometimes shaped by fear in a
counterproductive manner. The book is well-written, well-reasoned, and persuasive." - Thomas May, Science

Care Without Coverage Feb 02 2020 Many Americans believe that people who lack health insurance somehow get
the care they really need. Care Without Coverage examines the real consequences for adults who lack health
insurance. The study presents findings in the areas of prevention and screening, cancer, chronic illness, hospitalbased care, and general health status. The committee looked at the consequences of being uninsured for people
suffering from cancer, diabetes, HIV infection and AIDS, heart and kidney disease, mental illness, traumatic
injuries, and heart attacks. It focused on the roughly 30 million-one in seven-working-age Americans without health
insurance. This group does not include the population over 65 that is covered by Medicare or the nearly 10 million
children who are uninsured in this country. The main findings of the report are that working-age Americans without
health insurance are more likely to receive too little medical care and receive it too late; be sicker and die sooner;
and receive poorer care when they are in the hospital, even for acute situations like a motor vehicle crash.
Healthcare Politics and Policy in America: 2014 Jun 27 2019 This book provides a comprehensive examination of
the ways that health policy has been shaped by the political, socioeconomic, and ideological environment of the
United States. The roles played by public and private, institutional and individual actors in designing the healthcare
system are identified at all levels. The book addresses the key problems of healthcare cost, access, and quality
through analyses of Medicare, Medicaid, the Veterans Health Administration, and other programs, and the ethical
and cost implications of advances in healthcare technology. This fully updated fourth edition gives expanded
attention to the fiscal and financial impact of high healthcare costs and the struggle for healthcare reform,
culminating in the passage of the Affordable Care Act, with preliminary discussion of implementation issues
associated with the Affordable Care Act as well as attempts to defund and repeal it. Each chapter concludes with
discussion questions and a comprehensive reference list. Helpful appendices provide a guide to websites and a
chronology. PowerPoint slides and other instructional materials are available to instructors who adopt the book.
Safety and Ethics in Healthcare Jul 29 2019 A single coherent source of information on the various interlinking
domains of patient safety, litigation and ethical behaviour, based on accounts of real-life situations and intended for
all healthcare students, specialists and administrators.
Left, Right & Christ Jun 19 2021 How can two people have a common faith but different political loyalties? How
does the Christian faith shape how we should vote and participate in the political process? In this updated edition of
Left, Right, and Christ, authors D.C. Innes and Lisa Sharon Harper discuss and explore how the Christian faith
speaks directly to American politics today, but with different understanding and applications. They address
questions like: Does God care about politics? Should we? Is it the government's role to take care of the sick? Do
legalized abortions increase the number of abortions? Should we support people's freedom to choose a definition of
marriage, even if we disagree with their choice? Does a free country mean that everyone is free to come here? Is the
earth so fragile that the government should step in to protect it? Harper and Innes craft compelling chapters on hot
issue that will keep Christian Americans thinking about how to navigate the intersection of faith and politics.
Catastrophic Care Aug 02 2022 A visionary investigation that will change the way we think about health care: how
and why it is failing, why expanding coverage will actually make things worse, and how our health care can be
transformed into a transparent, affordable, successful system. In 2007, David Goldhill’s father died from infections
acquired in a hospital, one of more than two hundred thousand avoidable deaths per year caused by medical error.
The bill was enormous—and Medicare paid it. These circumstances left Goldhill angry and determined to
understand how world-class technology and personnel could coexist with such carelessness—and how a business
that failed so miserably could be paid in full. Catastrophic Care is the eye-opening result. Blending personal
anecdotes and extensive research, Goldhill presents us with cogent, biting analysis that challenges the basic
preconceptions that have shaped our thinking for decades. Contrasting the Island of health care with the Mainland of
our economy, he demonstrates that high costs, excess medicine, terrible service, and medical error are the inevitable
consequences of our insurance-based system. He explains why policy efforts to fix these problems have invariably
produced perverse results, and how the new Affordable Care Act is more likely to deepen than to solve these issues.
Goldhill steps outside the incremental and wonkish debates to question the conventional wisdom blinding us to more
fundamental issues. He proposes a comprehensive new way, where the customer (the patient) is first—a system
focused on health and maintaining it, a system strong and vibrant enough for our future. If you think health care is
interesting only to institutes and politicians, think again: Catastrophic Care is surprising, engaging, and brimming
with insights born of questions nobody has thought to ask. Above all it is a book of new ideas that can transform the
way we understand a subject we often take for granted.
Health Insurance Denials Dec 02 2019 "When insurance companies can wield and abuse their power to alter
prescriptions and dictate treatment decisions, this abuse erodes doctors' autonomy and undermines the mutual trust
that is the foundation of the doctor-patient relationship. Doctors should be the primary voices for the course of action
taken for their patients." Todd Novak, author "Health Insurance Denials: A Common American Death Story
Exposed" shares the following: Denials of health claims that result in needless suffering and deaths Alarming
statistics to support the part healthcare and pharmaceutical corporations play in this tragedy. Tricks of the trade by

unscrupulous insurers to deny, delay, confuse and refuse legitimate claims. The deathblow of insurers rescinding or
cancelling policies by finding loopholes that naive innocent people don't see. Government intervention constraints
by the FDA that ties the hands of doctors who are hypersensitive to writing sorely needed prescriptions fearing loss
of licensure. Court cases that provide hope for individuals Big Pharma's stranglehold on America Pharmacy benefit
mangers (PBMs) monopoly that sets prices patients pay for skyrocketing prescription drugs. Drugstore chains
"secret checklist" that causes a disproportionate number of Americans denial of prescriptions without cause or
irrespective of their legitimacy. "Health Insurance Denials: A Common American Death Story Exposed" provides a
solution to this problem with proposed "American Healthcare Act 101." This bill advocates a nonprofit health care
system that will be supported and paid for by all business and corporations paying the same amount they pay now in
health insurance premiums along with approximately three cents off each dollar that is now taken by payroll tax and
Medicare tax. Other provisions include eliminating the stranglehold of big pharmaceutical companies and health
insurance companies that disrupt the flow of medical necessity between doctor and patient.
Death and Dying in America Jul 01 2022 This engaging new book takes a fresh approach to the major topics
surrounding the processes and rituals of death and dying in the United States. It emphasizes individual experiences
and personal reactions to death as well as placing mortality within a wider social context, drawing on theoretical
frameworks, empirical research and popular culture. Throughout the text the authors highlight the importance of two
key factors in American society which determine who dies and under what circumstances: persistent social
inequality and the American consumerist ethic. These features are explored through a discussion of topics ranging
from debates about euthanasia to deaths resulting from war and terrorism; from the death of a child to children’s
experience of grieving and bereavement; and from beliefs about life after death to more practical issues such as the
disposal of the dead body. Drawing on sociological, anthropological, philosophical, and historical research the
authors present the salient features of death and dying for upper-level students across the social sciences. For anyone
interested in learning more about the end of life, this book will provide a useful and accessible perspective on the
uniquely American understanding of death and dying.
Approaching Death Nov 24 2021 When the end of life makes its inevitable appearance, people should be able to
expect reliable, humane, and effective caregiving. Yet too many dying people suffer unnecessarily. While an
"overtreated" dying is feared, untreated pain or emotional abandonment are equally frightening. Approaching Death
reflects a wide-ranging effort to understand what we know about care at the end of life, what we have yet to learn,
and what we know but do not adequately apply. It seeks to build understanding of what constitutes good care for the
dying and offers recommendations to decisionmakers that address specific barriers to achieving good care. This
volume offers a profile of when, where, and how Americans die. It examines the dimensions of caring at the end of
life: Determining diagnosis and prognosis and communicating these to patient and family. Establishing clinical and
personal goals. Matching physical, psychological, spiritual, and practical care strategies to the patient's values and
circumstances. Approaching Death considers the dying experience in hospitals, nursing homes, and other settings
and the role of interdisciplinary teams and managed care. It offers perspectives on quality measurement and
improvement, the role of practice guidelines, cost concerns, and legal issues such as assisted suicide. The book
proposes how health professionals can become better prepared to care well for those who are dying and to
understand that these are not patients for whom "nothing can be done."
Managing the Myths of Health Care Jun 07 2020 With a focus on reframing the management and organization of
healthcare, this thoughtful resource claims that care, cure, control, and community have to work together, within
healthcare institutions and across them, to deliver quantity, quality, and equality simultaneously. -G.O.P. Damned America Aug 22 2021 I had rheumatic fever as a child. I read all I could find on my illness when I
was 14. I didnt like what I read. I might have had a different life if I didnt read what I did. Ive done a lot of things in
my life Im not proud of, but I would only change one. My guidance counselor in high school said I should think
about becoming a school teacher. I didnt even consider it. Later in life, I thought it would have been nice to have
summers off. I would never have thought I would ever write a book. I went to welding school, so I believe Im more
qualified to write a book than Beck or Hannity. Ive got to have a higher IQ. More important, I care about America.
Who Killed HealthCare?: America's $2 Trillion Medical Problem - and the Consumer-Driven Cure Nov 05 2022 A
renowned authority from Harvard Business School confronts America's health care crisis-and how consumer control
can fix it PRAISE FOR WHO KILLED HEALTHCARE? “A brilliant analysis... A must-read.” – Bill George,
Professor, Harvard Business School and Former CEO of Medtronic “As it becomes more and more obvious to
everyone that our current health care system is unsustainable, this is the book that had to be written.” – Daniel H.
Johnson, Jr. MD, former president of the American Medical Association “Regina Herzlinger’s ideas to tackle the
crisis of the U.S. health care system are based on keen knowledge of the system’s existing difficulties along with
insights that introduce the reader to new streamlined choices that have the potential of getting both quantity and cost
under control.” – Joseph Kennedy, founder, chairman, and president, Citizens Energy Corporation, CEO, Citizens
Health Care, former representative (D-Mass) “Regina Herzlinger... offers a vision of the way things can be, should

be, and will be sooner or later. The only question is: how long do we have to wait?” – Greg Scandlen, founder,
Consumers for Health Choices “Regi Herzlinger has brilliantly articulated a better way – embracing the principles of
competition and innovation that cause every other sector of our economy to thrive. Discharging American health
care from the ICU can only happen by putting individual Americans – not politicians and bureaucrats – back in
charge of their health care decisioins.” – U.S. Senator Tom Coburn (R-Okla), M.D. “Following on the heels of her
landmark Market-Driven Health Care, Herzlinger lays it on the line with her expose of what many who work in the
health care industry have felt in their gut. Now it is articulated in an entertaining and must-read portrayal, with you
and me as the only way out.” – Dennis White, executive vice president for strategic development, National Business
Coalition on Health “A wonderful Orwellian romp through issues which carry a deadly irony. The killers of health
care are, of course, the third parties, each of which has an itchy palm and a commitment to profit or power which
exceeds the commitment to service, with each engaging the others within a politically shaped box. Rarely has the
case for the public been made with so much force, foresight, and wit, and a better way forward shown so clearly.” –
James F. Fries, MD, Professor of Medicine, Stanford University School of Medicine “You can practically hear the
war chants as Professor Herzlinger sets out her view of what’s wrong with the health care system and how to fix it.
You’d best read it so you can decide which side you will be on when the battle is joined.” – Paul Levy, CEO, Beth
Israel Hospital, Boston, MA “Regina Herzlinger, the nation’s leading expert on consumer-driven health care, has
given us a brilliant analysis of the flaws in our health care system and what it will take to get it back on track. Her
latest book is a must-read.” – Bill George, Professor of Management Practice, Harvard Business School, Former
CEO, Medtronic, and author of Authentic Leadership “You don’t have to agree with her diagnosis and prescription
for the U.S. health care system, but you do have to read her book. Once again, Professor Herzlinger has put together
a well researched, well written, and very provocative blueprint for the future of health care.” Peter L. Slavin, MD,
President, Massachusetts General Hospital
The Coming Jobs War Jan 15 2021 Definitive leadership strategy for fixing the American economy, drawn from
Gallup’s unmatched global polling and written by the company’s chairman. What everyone in the world wants is a
good job. “This is one of the most important discoveries Gallup has ever made,” says the company’s Chairman, Jim
Clifton. In The Coming Jobs War, Clifton makes the bold assertion that job creation and successful entrepreneurship
are the world’s most pressing issues right now, outpacing runaway government spending, environmental degradation
and even the threat of global terrorism. The book is grounded in findings from Gallup’s World Poll, which reveals
the implications of the jobs war on everything from economics to foreign policy to nothing less than America’s
moral authority in the world. And it offers a prescription for attacking the jobs issue head-on. Clifton argues that the
solution to creating good jobs must be found in cities, not in the federal government. Promoting entrepreneurship
and job creation must be the sole mission and purpose of cities’ business leaders, government officials and
philanthropists. Clifton says that the next big breakthrough will come from the combination of the forces within big
cities, great universities and powerful local leaders. Their combined effect is the most reliable, controllable and
predictable solution to America’s biggest problem. Strong leadership teams and a natural order are already in place
within cities — in governments and local business and philanthropic entities, with caring leaders working on
initiatives to fuel local economic growth and to create good jobs. The feat these leaders have to pull off is doubling
their entrepreneurial energy by aligning their local forces: local tribal leaders, super mentors and universities.
Winning the jobs war will require all hands on deck, and failure is not an option, especially for the United States,
which has been the global leader in promoting freedom and entrepreneurship. America’s place in the world is at
stake, and there are other countries poised to surpass a sputtering U.S. economy that is currently growing at only 2%
annually. The biggest threat? China, with a GDP that is increasing at nearly 10% annually — a pace that will make it
the world’s leading and most influential economy within the next 30 years. While the statistics are dire, Clifton
remains optimistic about America’s ability to win the jobs war because America has been here before. “The Greatest
Generation saved America by beating the Japanese and Germans at [World War II]. The Baby Boomers saved
America a second time by beating the same foes, Japan and Germany, in an economic war that determined the
leadership of the free world, again,” he says. The Coming Jobs War offers a clear, brutally honest look at America’s
biggest problem and a cogent prescription for solving it.
Market-driven Health Care Jul 09 2020 What happens when the demanding consumers who nearly brought the
U.S. automobile industry to its knees focus the same kinds of pressure on the industry that represents one-seventh of
the U.S. economy—health care? The health organizations that combine quality, convenience, information, choices,
and lower costs will be the winners in this revolution. Regina Herzlinger, chaired professor at the Harvard Business
School, distills the facts from the noise surrounding the one industry whose measures of success are life and death.
In a thoroughly readable, anecdotal style, she pinpoints the drivers of change—the savvy consumer, the costconscious payer, and the rapidly improving technology—that will revolutionize the American health-care system.
This is a must-read for those in every corner of the immense health-care web. With its strong narrative style, this is a
book that will be read and talked about by everyone concerned about the future of American health care.
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